
Human Bishop
Bishops are holy men and women tasked with spreading the word of the 
Immortals. Anyone with the proper skills and magic ability may one day 
become a bishop.

Requirements: 15 points distributed between Arcanist, Loremaster, Ritualist, 
Scholar and Theologian. You must human and able to use spells or 
invocations.

Alignment: Bishops can follow either Law or Chaos but may not be 
Unaffiliated. If their alignment should ever change, all level benefits are lost 
and the bishop becomes a cleric or magician of the same level.

The ceremony to become a bishop must occur in Town at a temple (+2 
lifestyle). When becoming a bishop, spells and prayers are retained but other 
level benefits are lost. The character erases all "spent" rewards and begins life 
anew as a level 1 bishop and is equipped with a mitre, crosier, censer and 
traveling spell book.

New Gear
Mitre and Crosier
Bishops wear a tall hat called a mitre (head worn/1). It provides +1D to Orator, 
Persuasion or Manipulator tests when speaking to the faithful. A crosier is an 
elaborately carved staff (+1D to Defend). Both implements are used in place of 
a holy symbol when invoking prayers.

Censer and Incense
A censer is a hand/carried 1 device used to burn incense (two sticks of incense 
are pack 1). A stick of incense burns for one turn and may be used as supplies 
during rituals and arcanist tests. The scent is easily detected by monsters and 
other enemies (+1 ob to Scout tests versus enemies with a sense of smell). It 
will drive away mundane pests and vermin in camp and adds +1D to banishing 
attempts.

The ob to purchase a censer and incense is equal to that of a lantern and oil 
flasks, but these are only available at a temple rather than at a market. 



New Rules
Identify
Bishops may identify magical items (scrolls, potions), weapons, artifacts and 
holy relics without the need of the Supernal Vision spell. This benefit requires a 
Lore Master test and uses up a turn/check and expends a spell or prayer slot 
from their mental inventory. If using Supernal Vision while identifying an item, 
the bishop gains +1D to their Lore Master test to identify the item. 

Bishop Level Benefits
Level 1

Bishop: Bishops can wear leather armor. They typically carry a crosier (a staff 
with an elaborate carved head) but may also wield shields and carry maces 
and flails as weapons. They do not wear helmets. They have the ability to 
Identify.

Levels 2-9

New spells or prayers, as per table.
Level 10     

Heroic Ability: Choose Arcanist, Ritualist, Loremaster or Theologian. The 
chosen skill becomes “heroic.” When rolling this skill 3-6 indicates a success 
(rather than the standard 4-6). 

Transformed: Change one Nature descriptor to prophesying, identifying or 
banishing.

Level Fate Persona Benefit Title
1	 0	 0	 	 Special	 	 Bishop
2	 3	 3	 	 +1 C1 prayer	 	 Abbot
3	 7	 6	 	 +1 C2 prayer	 	 Archbishop
4	 14	 9	 	 +1 C3 prayer	 	 Patriarch (Matriarch)
5	 22	 12	 	 +1 C1 spell	 	 Prefect
6	 31	 16	 	 +1 C2 spell	 	 Metropolitan
7	 41	 20	 	 +1 C3 spell	 	 Vicar
8	 52	 24	 	 +1 C3 prayer or spell 	Monsignor (Reverend Mother)
9	 64	 28	 	 +1 C4 prayer or spell	Cardinal
10	 73	 32	 	 Special	 	 Pope


